By explicitly deriving the curvature of subdivision surfaces in the extraordinary points, we give an alternative, more direct account of the criteria necessary and sufficient for achieving curvature continuity than earlier approaches that locally parametrize the surface by eigenfunctions.
Introduction
Almost all subdivision algorithms in the current literature achieve tangent continuity but not curvature continuity. We give a simple characterization of the causes underlying this phenomenon by explicitly expressing Gaussian and mean curvature in the minimally smooth extraordinary points. This allows us to rederive and thereby survey the important lower bound results of [Sabin '91, Reif '96, Zorin '98, Prautzsch & Reif '99] and constructions for curvature continuous piecewise polynomial subdivision algorithms by [Prautzsch '97, Prautzsch & Umlauf '98b, Reif '98b] . Beyond this we get additional insights into the inherent constraints and stiffness of such subdivision algorithms. Since a subdivision surface consists of an infinite collection of polynomial pieces around every extraordinary point one might expect such surfaces to be more flexible than spline surfaces. However, we will see that the infinite application of the same subdivision rule enforces strict rules on the piecewise polynomial rings converging towards extraordinary points. For example, the Jacobian of the subdominant eigenfunctions of a curvature continuous subdivision algorithm must have lower degree than the Jacobian of the subdivision surface itself.
The paper is organized as follows. With the notation of Section 2, we express in each subdivision step
Notation and basic facts
In this section we define just the basic notation and facts needed for our analysis; for a formal, more general and abstract setting, the reader is referred to [Reif '98a] and [Zorin '98] . While our analysis applies to a larger class of subdivision algorithms, we focus in the following on generalized box-spline subdivision algorithms, that is on affine invariant, symmetric, linear, local, stationary algorithms that generalize box-spline subdivision and generate (regular) 9 @ surfaces. In particular, the limit surface has a piecewise polynomial parametrization and the parametric smoothness between the pieces is well-known except at a finite number of extraordinary points. An extraordinary point is the limit point of a minimal subnet of the initial control net under repeated application of the subdivision algorithm. Such a subnet consists of an (Figure 1 right) . The surface rings are box-splines and can therefore be represented as [Reif '98a, Zorin '98] .
In terms of multiples r n of the eigenvectors the subnet can be expressed as
is of the form
A well-known fact of differential geometry (see e.g. [Carmo '76] ) is that for any regular surface parametrization E the Gauss curvature £ and the mean curvature
( 1) where
is the partial derivative of
is the normal. Since E is assumed to be regular, the denominators of (1),
, are nonzero and we have
Gauss curvature and mean curvature
In this section, we derive the Gauss curvature and the mean curvature of the limit surfaces of generalized box-spline subdivision algorithms at extraordinary points. We expand each of the surface rings . This approach goes back at least to [Reif '93] . However, in contrast to [Reif '93] we do not analyze the curvature by parametrizing the limit surface locally as a function over the subdominant eigenfunctions w j @ and w but rather compute the curvature expansion explicitly. That is, we determine the curvatures
and then take the limit as . With the abbreviations
it is now easy to see that
Symmetry yields the analogous terms for
All dependencies on ¢ in the equality are either explicit or hidden in the
terms. We note that ¥ @ is the Jacobi determinant of the characteristic map [Reif '93, Reif '95] , which is non-zero if the characteristic map is regular, and that r @ t r
is positive for almost all initial control nets
. The leading factor of the expression (2) for the Gauss curvature readily yields the following basic characterization of the curvature at extraordinary points (c.f. [Reif '93, page Examples for (a) are [Catmull & Clark '78, Loop '87, Qu '90] , for (b) are [Prautzsch & Umlauf '98a, Prautzsch & Umlauf '98b] and for (c) are [Sabin '91, Holt '96] . Note the curious combination of tangent continuity and infinite curvature for the standard algorithms in (a). In case (c), the limit for ¢ ẃ yields at the extraordinary point
Recall that the factor¨3¨n
is a rational function in % and ( . In order for the Gauss curvature to be well-defined at the extraordinary point rather than multi-valued or divergent, £ must be constant. Since the
depend on the initial net, they can be arbitrary except for
and each summand has to be constant. We conclude that the eigenfunctions
must satisfy the six partial differential equations:
Lemma 2 otherwise, the mean curvature is
The expression for 1 ¤ yields Observation 1, with Gauss curvature replaced by mean curvature. For Ô ¦ § we get bounded, not forcibly zero, but possibly non-unique mean curvature
In analogy to Lemma 2 the necessary and sufficient conditions for a mean-curvature continuous limit surface require that nine partial differential equations hold:
for
. Since the principal curvatures at a point on the ¢ th surface ring are
(2) and (5) imply that
Observation 3 The limit surface of a generalized box-spline subdivision algorithm with
¥ @ | ¼ ¦ h
is curvature continuous at the extraordinary point if Ô ¦
and the differential equations (4) and (7) hold.
This immediately implies an interesting fact derived for general 
Lower bounds on the degree
We now take a look at the important lower bound results of [Sabin '91, Reif '96, Zorin '98, Prautzsch & Reif '99] . For this it is crucial to distinguish between the apparent or formal degree of box-spline eigenfunctions, possibly the result of degree-raising, and the true degree denoted by " 0 p â ". The true degree is defined to be the minimal number of non-vanishing derivatives. We focus on the differential equations resulting from the Gaussian curvature -the analysis of the mean curvature yields the same results.
We recall that the left hand side of the differential equations (4) are for
denote the total degree, respectively, the bi-degree of a regular box-spline parametrization. A straightforward count yields for all In other words, a generalized box-spline subdivision algorithm can only have a curvature continuous limit surface for ¦ f º
, if the true degree of the Jacobian ¥ @ is less than its formal degree.This is the case, if either one or both of the following conditions hold: (ii) The leading terms in the Jacobian
Since we assume symmetric masks,
If the subdivision surface is curvature continuous and not flat in the extraordinary point and if condition (ii) does not apply then Û è 6 Û must hold by condition (i). In fact, we compute ã for the total degree
Comparing degrees we find in either case that
and arrive at the following observation:
Observation 6 If the leading terms in the Jacobian

¥ @ do not cancel then the limit surface of a generalized box-spline subdivision algorithm is curvature continuous and not flat in an extraordinary point only if the true (bi-)degree of the surface is at least twice the true (bi-)degree of the subdominant eigenfunctions
This is consistent with the degree estimate of [Reif '96, Zorin '98] . The central idea of these proofs appears already as a parting sentence in [Sabin '91] : the surface is viewed as a function over the tangent plane parametrized by rings, e.g.
in the tensor-product case, a lower bound, say
, is deduced [Prautzsch & Reif '99] . If, on the other hand, the subdivision surface is curvature continuous and not flat in the extraordinary point and if condition (i) does not apply then the leading terms of ¥ @ must cancel by condition (ii). Now we compute ã for the total degree
we obtain a counterpart to Observation 6. , respectively, the bi-degree
. From these observations, it is evident that the key to curvature continuous subdivision surfaces is the answer to the following question.
Central Question For what choices of eigenfunctions
for total degree, respectively,
for bi-degree generalized box-spline subdivision algorithms?
Curvature continuous subdivision constructions
If we interpret curvature smoothness in the weak sense of à integrability, then Observation 4 guarantees that almost all 9 A @ subdivision algorithms qualify as curvature smooth. If we allow flat spots, then [Prautzsch & Umlauf '98a, Prautzsch & Umlauf '98b] yield low degree, small mask, curvature continuous subdivision algorithms. If we want non-zero bounded curvature, we can adapt the leading eigenvalues as in [Sabin '91, Holt '96] . However, if we want curvature continuity without flat spots the stringent constraints of Lemma 2 apply and a degree-reduced Jacobian in the sense of Observations 6 or 7 is necessary. A trivial example that satisfies these constraints is the regular case of any [Prautzsch '97, Reif '98b] .
To see in our newly acquired framework why these constructions yield curvature continuous subdivision surfaces without forced flat points we restate the sufficient conditions derived by Prautzsch [Prautzsch '98] . (Parametrizing the limit surface over the characteristic map, [Reif '98a] concludes also the necessity of these conditions.)
The sufficient conditions of [Prautzsch '98] state, that in order to be able to solve the differential equations (4) it suffices that the eigenfunctions 
Conclusion
We surveyed and restated a number of important recent results concerning the curvature continuity of the limit surfaces of generalized box-spline subdivision algorithms. The direct computation of £ and 1 simplifies the matter and yields new insights into why the limit surfaces of most subdivision algorithms are not curvature continuous and what criteria need to be enforced by new constructions.
